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. No related news posts for The Notebook Blu-ray yet. Movie Discussions. Topic. Replies. Last post..
Tables · Resources · The Notebook Blu-ray or DVD for streaming. Pulling any of this movie off a Blu-
ray disc and going straight to your TV is going to. Download the Lost video files and music fromÂ .
The Twilight Zone Blu-ray. The Twilight Zone: Season One On Blu-ray. (2010) 7.99. But it's a little
short of 4 hours long and it also comes with less. (2012) 7.99. But it's a little short of 4 hours long
and it also comes with less...1. Field of the Invention This invention relates to an automatic speed

control for a vehicle travel control system, and more particularly to a speed control system in which
the speed is controlled so that the vehicle travels at a predetermined vehicle speed without an
increase in vehicle speed. 2. Description of the Prior Art There has been proposed an automatic

speed control system for controlling the speed of a vehicle so that the vehicle travels at a
predetermined vehicle speed without increasing the vehicle speed. This type of speed control system

comprises a vehicle speed detecting means for detecting the vehicle speed and a vehicle speed
changing means for changing the vehicle speed to a predetermined vehicle speed when a

predetermined vehicle speed limit is exceeded or when the vehicle speed detecting means detects
that the vehicle speed has exceeded a predetermined value. The vehicle speed changing means

comprises: a vehicle speed limit detecting means for detecting a speed limit value of the vehicle; a
vehicle speed control means for setting a vehicle speed limit value depending on the vehicle speed
detected by the vehicle speed detecting means; a vehicle velocity detecting means for detecting a
vehicle velocity; a vehicle speed changing means for setting a vehicle speed limit value depending

on the vehicle velocity detected by the vehicle velocity detecting means; and a vehicle velocity
change-over means for controlling the vehicle speed changing means to set the vehicle speed limit
value depending on the vehicle velocity detected by the vehicle velocity detecting means when a

speed limit value not less than that of the vehicle velocity detected by the vehicle velocity detecting
means is set by the vehicle speed changing means. In such a control, the vehicle velocity is

controlled by setting a limit value for the vehicle velocity depending on the vehicle velocity detected
by the vehicle velocity detecting means. Therefore, it is possible to control the vehicle at a desired

speed under a favorable condition even when a slip occurs and the vehicle speed changes to an
extent exceeding the
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